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FROM EDITORS TO ALGORITHMS
A Values-Based Approach to Understanding
Story Selection in the Facebook News Feed

Facebook’s News Feed is an emerging, influential force in our personal information flows, especially where news information is concerned. However, as the News Feed’s story selection mechanism starts to supplant traditional editorial story selection, we have no window into its story curation process that is parallel to our extensive knowledge of the news values that drive traditional editorial curation. The sensitive, trade-secret nature of the News Feed and its constant updates and modifications make a traditional, computer science based examination of this algorithmic giant difficult, if not impossible. This study takes an alternative approach, using a content analysis of Facebook’s own patents, press releases, and Securities and Exchange Commission filings to identify a core set of algorithmic values that drive story selection on the Facebook News Feed. Informed by the principles of material culture analysis, it ranks these values to create a window into Facebook’s curation process, and compares and contrasts Facebook’s story selection values with traditional news values, examining the possible consequences of one set of values supplanting the other. The study finds a set of nine News Feed values that drive story selection: friend relationships, explicitly expressed user interests, prior user engagement, implicitly expressed user preferences, post age, platform priorities, page relationships, negatively expressed preferences, and content quality. It also finds evidence that friend relationships act as an overall influence on all other story selection values.
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Facebook was not designed to give us the news. It was designed to connect users and help them share and engage with content (Facebook 2012). As such, the service’s heart, the News Feed, carries content from the personal to the professional in many different formats, and does not operate directly in parallel with the story selection process at a traditional news organization. However, regardless of design, the News Feed is now taking an increasingly central role in our information flows as its user base expands and users increasingly rely on it as an integrated part of their daily lives (Duggan, Ellison, Lampe, Lenhart & Madden 2014). In particular, it is becoming a key source of news information, with 41 percent of US adults currently receiving news through Facebook (Matsa & Mitchell 2014) and Facebook moving to encourage news organizations to publish content in a News Feed-native format (Somaiya, Isaac & Goel 2015).

As Facebook assumes the role of news source, it takes on some of the influential gatekeeping and agenda-setting functions that have traditionally been performed by human editors (McCombs & Shaw 1972). In particular, it takes these functions on through the mechanism of story selection. In the traditional editorial process, story selection by human editors is guided by news values, which Jerry Palmer (2000, p. 45) defines as “a system of criteria which are used to make decisions about the inclusion and exclusion of material and also – crucially and less obviously – about which aspects of stories to present in the form of news output.” In the News Feed, all story selection is conducted not by editors, but by algorithms. This process is not exclusive to news content, but all news content is filtered through it (Sittig &
Zuckerberg 2013). These algorithms operate based on what we will call algorithmic values, defined as a system of criteria which are used to make decisions about the inclusion and exclusion of material and which aspects of said material to present in an algorithmically-driven news feed.

The gatekeeping and agenda-setting roles of both traditional and now algorithmic news sources play key roles in determining the content and vocabulary of the public conversation (McCombs & Shaw 1972; Scheufele 1999; Scheufele 2000), so we need to understand how these roles are carried out. News values give us a great insight into how the process worked traditionally (O’Neill & Harcup 2009; Palmer 2000), but we have no equivalent picture of algorithmic values. The public and academics alike have little access to the creators and methods of algorithms, which are often deliberately obscured to protect intellectual property (Lievrouw 2012; Pasquale 2011; Tufecki 2015). Compounding this lack of access, the algorithms in question also change rapidly and without notice (Karpf 2012), and are sometimes not fully understood even by their creators (Napli 2014). Our limited understanding of the Facebook News Feed’s selection process in particular is based on outdated, incomplete information (e.g., Bucher 2012) – we do not have a clear picture of what the algorithm is, much less what values it is embedding into its story selection process.

This study uses content analysis informed by material culture analysis techniques to identify a set of algorithmic values that drive story selection in the Facebook News Feed. It examines the comparative roles of news and algorithmic values in story selection, reviews the scholarship on introducing bias and values to algorithms, and details the unique challenges that an algorithmically-driven, operationally opaque medium like Facebook poses to understanding news information flow. By sidestepping the key barriers that arise when seeking a formal representation of the News Feed and instead relying on primary source documents generated by Facebook itself, it uncovers a more lasting, values-based picture of how this key information mediator carries out story selection, and how this might change news information flow.

Background

Not everyone can know everything, and not every source of information can publish every bit of information it comes across. Aside from practical concerns like space constraints, there are also the problems of information overload and information anxiety, where too large a body of information becomes practically unusable, and can even lead to the purposeful avoidance of information as a defense mechanism (Bawden & Robinson 2009). There must be a mechanism for selecting content, and the most commonly-used framework for explaining how editors select which stories to publish out of the myriad possibilities is that of news values (Palmer 2000).

There have been many different formulations of what the current news values are, from the perspective of large-scale, international stories (e.g. Gatling & Ruge 1965) as well as more everyday story selection (e.g. Gans 1979; Harcup & O’Neill 2001; O’Neill & Harcup 2009). A popular formulation, as recorded by Lee (2009), includes “novelty or oddity, conflict or controversy, interest, importance, impact or consequence, sensationalism, timeliness, and proximity.” These explicit values form the basis of the journalistic “gut feeling” for newsworthiness, with the additional motivator of exclusivity often added (Schultz 2007). These news values have changed over time and with cultural norms, and there is no universal agreement as to what the current set is (O’Neill & Harcup 2009; Palmer 2000). However, the presence of an informed discussion on the topic which involves direct input from editors and
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journalists themselves (O’Neill & Harcup 2009) allows, at the very least, an accessible understanding of the shape of the values that drive traditional news.

**Algorithmic Curation**

Ultimately, editors use news values to determine what is “relevant” for their audiences (Gans 1979; Lee 2009); a critical combination of news values gets a story labeled relevant (Harcup & O’Neill 2001) and once that story is labeled relevant, its selection indirectly influences audience attention (Lee 2009). “Relevance,” however, is a tricky construct – it is highly subjective in the absence of defined criteria, and there is no independent definition of what is relevant to a particular audience (Gillespie 2014). Today, algorithms are likewise using supplied criteria to determine what is “relevant” to their audiences and worth knowing (Gillespie 2014; Tufecki 2015).

As we have seen, the definition of information relevance by an entity outside the self is not a new feature of media that started with algorithms. Traditional mass media certainly does not dictate public opinion (Bennett & Iyengar 2008), but it does play a key role in defining what issues are relevant enough to be included in the public conversation (McCombs & Shaw 1972; Scheufele 2000) and the terms in which those issues should be discussed (Scheufele 1999).

Throughout the 20th century, the press has performed these public relevance functions in a semi-transparent manner (Bimber 2003). As noted above, though the vast majority of consumers are not editors, editorial methods and values are well-documented (e.g., Gans 1979; O’Neill & Harcup 2009), tracked over time (e.g., Michelstein & Boczkowski 2009) and understandable by the public. We understand human editors’ values, and their flaws, and generally look upon their exercise of these public relevance functions with a critical eye (Fingerhut 2016; Gallup 2015).

Increasingly, these functions are being transferred to mediating algorithms (Gillespie 2014; Pariser 2011). These algorithms represent a media structure, just as the old journalistic regime did (Napoli 2014), and they accordingly have a new set of biases. However, unlike with the traditional press, these biases are not generally recognized, as algorithms are assumed, but not verified, to be impartial (Bozdag 2013; Pariser 2011). Algorithms have “a technologically-inflected promise of mechanical neutrality” according to Gillespie (2014, 181); in the popular imagination, they are unbiased, especially as compared to the much-maligned biases of human journalists and editors (e.g., Vallone, Ross & Lepper 1985). The algorithm, in this view, is finally the solution for the journalistic bias problem.

**Algorithmic Values**

Algorithms are by no means perfect; they have biases just as surely as human editors do. Structurally, they have trouble with rapid shifts in tastes and situations as well as serendipitous leaps (Churchill 2013), and they rely primarily on correlation, not deep comprehension of information (Andrejevic 2013). They are also affected by what Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996) call “technical bias” which comes from the limitations of technology itself, including the technical limitations of databases they draw from, available storage and processing power, and the influence of any errors in their code (Friedman & Nissenbaum 1996; Gillespie 2014; Introna & Nissenbaum 2000).

Technical issues aside, algorithms also share a key bias with flesh-and-blood editors, what Friedman & Nissenbaum (1996) call “preexisting bias” which comes from individual or
societal input into the design of a system. This can be conscious or unconscious, and just as individual and societal biases form the basis for news values (Schultz 2007), this forms the basis of algorithmic values.

Algorithms necessarily have value decisions embedded in their design, which come into play whenever approximation or interpretation are required, whenever human constructs must be operationalized, and whenever there is a choice of more than one way to solve a particular problem (Bozdag 2013; Friedman & Nissenbaum 1996; Kraemer, van Overveld & Peterson 2011). For example, if Facebook is going to prioritize posts from close friends in the News Feed, engineers must decide on the criteria that defines a “close friendship” versus an acquaintance. Engineers must turn this nuanced human construct with many different interpretations into a single, operational definition, and in doing so embed their values as to what a “close friend” is into the algorithm itself.

These implicit value judgments start long before a single line of code is written. Facebook is a business, so the product must ultimately serve business interests; in this case, the business requires micro-targeting data to sell to advertisers, so the News Feed product needs to value (and therefore prompt) continued user input, direct interaction between users, and increased friend connections in order to identify preexisting product preferences (Andrejevic 2013; Bucher 2012; Churchill 2013; Domingos 2005). Designers must also make the potential decision to prioritize the platform’s own content (Bozdag 2013) or, in a Facebook-specific case, the content of cooperative partners through programs like Instant Articles (Somaiya et al. 2015). Finally, designers must account for regulatory concerns such as Terms of Service compliance policing and copyright, legal, and governmental requests (Bozdag 2013).

As the design process moves past business needs, engineers make values-based decisions with deep impacts on the algorithm’s eventual output. Engineers must choose exactly what variables they are evaluating and working with (Steiner 2012) and what data sources the algorithm will draw on (Gillespie 2014). Inclusion and exclusion criteria here form a layer of value judgments as to what is relevant enough to even be included in a database (Introna & Nissenbaum 2000); not being indexed effectively places content outside an algorithm’s “vision,” as if the content does not even exist.

Additionally, engineers must decide at this point who defines “relevance” in a relational sense. On the one hand, engineers can decide to make popularity the key value, prioritizing the majority’s opinion and, potentially, causing majority dominance over what should be localized topics (Gillespie 2014). On the other hand, individual preference can be made the key value, basing decisions on the user’s own past actions (read as preference), and potentially opening up the possibility of feedback loops and filter bubbles (Pariser 2011).

This values-based decision-making is endemic to algorithmic systems. Nicholas Diakopoulos (2014) has identified points where this happens in each of the major functions of algorithms: prioritization, classification, association, and filtering. Value judgments in these areas are clearly visible in Facebook’s own technical documentation of the News Feed (e.g., Kao, Schafer & Watzman 2014; Sittig & Zuckerberg 2013; Zuckerberg, Bosworth, Cox, Sanghvi & Cahill 2012).

With the Facebook News Feed mediating such a considerable amount of our information flow, it is clear the values guiding that mediation need examination, leading to our research questions:

- **RQ1**: What are the core algorithmic values of the Facebook News Feed?
• RQ2: How are those algorithmic values ranked in order to select stories for the Facebook News Feed?
• RQ3: How do these algorithmic values differ from traditional news values?

Previous Approaches

The question of what drives the Facebook News Feed is not a new one; academics and marketers alike puzzle over this question. While marketers have a constantly changing stream of folk wisdom and best practices that inform their understanding of the News Feed (search for “facebook news feed marketing” for over 180 million examples), the understanding of the News Feed’s decision-making process in the academic world is weak, at best.

Research on Facebook in general is scattered and fragmented, taking place across many different academic disciplines, with a focus on how people behave on Facebook and how to use Facebook as a research tool, and not how Facebook itself behaves (Caers et al 2013; Wilson, Gosling & Graham 2012). With that lack of study on Facebook itself comes a major gap in the literature: our understanding of the News Feed stops with EdgeRank, the formula that guided the News Feed over five years ago. That’s a problem, because, as Facebook has declared multiple times, EdgeRank is dead (McGee 2013).

Most treatments of the Facebook News Feed lead back to two trade articles that explain EdgeRank based on a PowerPoint presentation given by News Feed engineers Ruchi Sanghvi and Ari Steinberg at the 2010 f8 developer conference (Kincaid 2010; Taylor 2011). With Sanghvi’s presence, it is fair to assume the presentation was authoritative – he is listed on most of the relevant patents.

This presentation was the first look into News Feed since its launch four years prior, and Kincaid writes that it was clear to developers that there had been a massive evolution from launch to presentation day. What was revealed was a two-element system, featuring objects (content) and edges (relational interactions – tags, comments, etc.). Edges had three components at the time: affinity between the viewer and the item creator, type of edge (with comments being more important than likes), and time decay. The formula was relatively simple: each of these elements multiplied together for each edge and then all added together to get the EdgeRank. The higher the EdgeRank, the more likely to be in the feed.

The best translation of all this information into academic terms is Tania Bucher’s 2012 article on algorithmic power. According to Bucher, affinity is a measure of the creator/viewer relationship based on an interaction score that tracks wall posts, likes, private messages, etc. Weight is a measure of overall popularity or importance, based on many factors, but especially comments. She also notes that content type and the traffic in the viewer’s own network have an effect on the EdgeRanks. She points out that the algorithm makes assumptions about friendships; not all friendships are weighted equally, and the measure of closeness was, as of 2011, based entirely on interactions. Engagement ranking in general, she writes, is largely based on user effort; chatting with a friend requires more than just commenting, which requires more than liking, which requires more than viewing, and so a hierarchy of weights is produced. However, in 2012, this information was already at least two years outdated, and the chorus of “EdgeRank is dead” was on the rise, with ethnographic research based on interviews with engineers pointing to a much more complex system (Steiner 2012).
Research Challenges

Buch's paper essentially marks the limits of academic knowledge of how News Feed story selection works ends, and an updated view of how this complex algorithm functions is not easy to come by due to two major factors: the impermanence of Internet technologies and the black-boxed nature of most influential algorithms.

The first challenge is the transience of any understanding of the News Feed we may glean; the web is by nature transient, rapidly changing at a rate that regularly outpaces the research process (Karpf 2012). For algorithms in particular, this is an ongoing, iterative process between engineers and users where new tweaks drive waves of user feedback and market changes, and user feedback and market changes drive new versions (Mager 2012); there are, effectively, no locked, finished algorithms.

The bigger challenge is the black-boxed nature of major algorithms, where the inner workings of a major system are purposely obscured from public view. This is a common practice to protect trade secrets and prevent malicious hacking and gaming of the system (Diakopoulos 2014; Lievrouw 2012; Pasquale 2011). As a result, it is rare for us to get any insight into key values-based processes like variable definition (Steiner 2012). The News Feed itself is heavily protected, and is a complex enough system that even those within Facebook and within the News Feed team may have no clear picture of how it works on an individual basis (Napoli 2014). From a traditional research standpoint, the News Feed is inaccessible.

A rigid examination of Facebook, designed to come up with the modern equivalent of the EdgeRank formula, would be derailed by both of these problems; the black box prevents looking at all the necessary, interlocking factors affecting the algorithm (Hughes 1987), and the constantly-changing nature of Facebook would quickly render any formal description via equations obsolete. A more lasting approach should look at what endures beyond changeable code, and what is on display instead of hidden: the values that drive the decisions inside the black box.

Methods

To access the values that drive the Facebook News Feed, this study turns to public text artifacts. Content analysis is used to infer the value that Facebook places on particular concepts in the News Feed based on frequency of mention (Krippendorff 1989). Context is given to these frequencies by the deployment of material culture analysis, the practice of using artifacts to identify the beliefs (including values) of a given group during a given time period (Prown 1982). It uses a combination of quantitative and stylistic/substantive analysis, both of which are employed here.

Sources

In material culture analysis, there is no chance for a dialogic interpretation of text, as the subjects/creators of artifacts are often dead (Hodder 2000). Facebook is not forthcoming about the inner workings of the News Feed, limiting the possibility of dialogue about the News Feed artifact. To address this, this study evaluates artifacts associated with the News Feed, specifically those directly generated by Facebook.

The “artifacts” in this case are the documents that Facebook itself has created that deal with the News Feed, in the form of four publicly available sources: Facebook’s Newsroom blog,
Facebook’s Notes blog, Facebook’s patent filings, and Facebook’s Securities and Exchange Commission filing from its initial public offering. These four groups of content can be read, respectively, as the way Facebook says the News Feed works and the way (on paper, at least) that the News Feed does actually work.

In this type of analysis, purpose and audience need consideration (Hodder 2000). Additionally, the fact that those writing for a public audience will potentially express different, strategically sanitized values than those writing for a utilitarian purpose (Prown 1982) must be accounted for. As such, we will pause here to examine the context of each source. All four are commissioned, signed texts that went through an editing process, but the level of editing and intended audience varies, and there is a mix of general public-facing and primarily technical, utilitarian documentation.

**Newsroom.** Posts on the Facebook Newsroom blog are fully vetted, highly edited press releases from Facebook’s main press site. Their audience is an official audience (journalists, regulators, etc.) and the language is somewhat formal. They are meant to inform, but through the lens of the best interests of the company. They are currently the primary source of news from within Facebook, and should represent the current state of affairs.

**Notes.** The Notes are blogs written by Facebook employees in a less formal style, often sharing technical updates and accomplishments as well as site policy and feature updates. They are written less formally, suggesting an audience of not just the press but also everyday users. They have a personal dimension, and are often signed by individual engineers or officers. They are less edited than Newsroom posts; at times, they read like personal letters from executives like Mark Zuckerberg. They were more prominent in the early days of the service, and are no longer posted; the information they once conveyed is now contained in the Newsroom, and as such some of the values represented may be older. They are distinct from the current notes posted by Facebook’s own internal research and data science teams; those posts are not considered here.

**Patents.** Patents are the legal documents defining the technology behind Facebook. They are written for a highly technical audience composed primarily of experts and regulators, and as such are very formal. They are also extremely detailed, as they need to give enough detail to protect the company against intellectual property theft. They have a legal requirement to be truthful, unlike the Notes or Newsroom posts, but are also opaque to the average user. They are slightly behind the curve in terms of technical details, as there is at least an 18-month lag between feature creation and filing.

**SEC Filing.** Facebook’s initial public offering filing with the SEC is a legal document detailing Facebook’s financial situation and offerings. It has a similar legal requirement of truth as the patents, and is also similarly opaque to everyday users. It is directed at investors and regulators, and reads as half technical document, half sales pitch. It was created as a snapshot of Facebook on the day it went public, but contains many forward-looking statements.

**Data Collection**

Articles to be analyzed were scraped from the above sources via scripts which pulled content via links from the following listings:

- **Newsroom:** A search of the entire Facebook newsroom blog for any posts containing a case-insensitive variation of the term “news feed,” including the sometimes-used “NewsFeed” (n = 108).
• Patents: A Google Patents search for any patents filed with the US Patent Office with Facebook, Inc. as the assignee and the case-insensitive words “news feed” or “newsfeed” anywhere within the document (n = 92).
• Notes: A search of the Facebook Notes page for the term “feed” (n = 132).
• The SEC filing was downloaded directly, as it is a single document.

Each script pulled the headline and full text of the article, along with metadata including date and tags. These were then run through a processing script, readying them for quantitative analysis and qualitative coding. All basic text processing and analysis was completed using R (R Core Team 2014). Quantitative analysis was done using the tm text mining package (Feinerer, Hornik & Meyer 2008). Aggregation of qualitative coding consisted of simple additive aggregation of the code sheets, which were then broken down by document source.

Coding

Code building was a multi-step process that continued throughout the study. Codes were primarily inductive, grounded directly in the actual texts to be analyzed (Glaser & Strauss 1967). This was achieved through an iterative coding process that started out with quantitative text analysis through word counts and keyword in context analysis (Ryan & Bernard 2000). Deductive information based on observation of Facebook through regular use was mixed in to the initial coding process in order to follow a grounded theory approach where deductive codes provide a theoretical framework and inductive codes provide a direct connection to the data (Berg & Lune 2012).

The codebook instructed the coder to evaluate each document for what is said and written about the News Feed in terms of the importance of various inputs to the feed. “Importance” is defined here as influence over the behavior of the News Feed. In particular, close attention was paid to repetition of a certain input, as well as formal or informal rankings or relationships between inputs. The coder recorded this information in an Excel spreadsheet with quasi-binary variables for each of the distinct inputs identified in the literature and the quantitative text analysis; a 0 indicated the input was not important according to the document, and a 1 indicated that an input was important. Additionally, a 2 could be recorded to indicate the most important inputs in a situation where a document mentioned or ranked multiple inputs. The coder could also flag documents that detailed changes to the News Feed, as well as documents that specifically needed further review in the substantive close reading phase.

The initial codebook was used by an undergraduate research assistant to code each document, and in the grounded theory tradition the coder was able to suggest new codes and theoretical notes to be integrated into further theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967; Ryan & Bernard 2000). Several new codes were added during open coding. The coder also had the option of marking an article as irrelevant, as the wide search parameters above were sure to turn up some false positives. Use of this flag resulted in a final n of 186 (72 Newsroom posts, 52 patents, 61 Notes blogs, and the SEC filing). A larger n would be preferable, but this study was focused on Facebook’s own output, which was limited; it does succeed in looking at the entire population of official Facebook statements on the News Feed up to April 2015.

As a check of intercoder reliability, I re-coded a portion of the undergraduate research assistant’s coding; intercoder agreement was at 91.58 percent with a Cohen’s kappa of 0.857, indicating a reliable coding strategy. The results were then aggregated based on the number of times each value was coded as important across the document set. Finally, I performed a close reading of the more technical documents (the patents and SEC filing) in light of their original
contexts, paying special attention to any documents flagged by the coder as needing further review, detailing changes, or containing comparative rankings of News Feed inputs.

Results

The aggregate results of coding the Newsroom posts, Notes blogs, and patent filings (Figure 1) reveal key temporal differences between the document sets. This is likely directly related to when the documents were produced. As Figure 2 illustrates, the volume of documents generated by each source has changed considerably over the past decade, with Notes blogs dominating Facebook’s public output in the early days of the service, peaking in 2009, and Newsroom posts steadily gaining prominence from 2008 onwards. Based on this change over time, we can conclude that the patents and Notes blogs follow an earlier model of the News Feed, closer to the vision of the algorithm that EdgeRank embodied; this tells us where the
network has been. The Newsroom results tell us where the network is going and where it may be right now. Based on this difference between the Newsroom results and the rest, it is fair to say that Facebook’s values are in the process of changing. This is unsurprising, and is again backed up by the data; overall, 93.5 percent of the posts analyzed documented an update of some kind to the News Feed – change is endemic to Facebook. The results below are best taken as a snapshot at this point in time, per the tenets of material culture analysis.

Aggregate results reveal that friend relationships are by far the most important factor in the Facebook News Feed, followed by status updates. When the results are ranked by source (see Table 1), status updates trump friend relationships in the Facebook Newsroom posts. This is not a true mismatch, as both are clearly the algorithm’s strongest values, and may represent a technical reality of friends as the key factor, and a public relations reality of representing the News Feed as totally responsive to one’s own input. As such, the top two algorithmic values of the News Feed appear to be friend relationship associated with a piece of content and explicitly expressed user interests determined through text mining of status updates.

The age of a post is third in the aggregate ranking, and a point of interest, as this contradicts a number of accounts in the trade press (e.g., McGee 2013). This may be a function of the older data points in the patents and Notes where post age is ranked third and second, respectively, while in the more recently updated Newsroom posts it is ranked seventh. As such, post age is clearly an algorithmic value, but likely ranks lower than aggregate results suggest.

Engagement behavior comes next, with comments on posts and likes on posts ranking third and fourth, respectively, in aggregate. A third type of engagement behavior, shares, also appears to be gaining importance based on more recent documents. Taken together, the importance the documents put on these three inputs suggests that prior user engagement on posts is a key part of Facebook’s value structure.

The News Feed also values input that it extrapolates from user behavior. User content-type preferences as well as user clicks are the sixth and ninth ranked inputs respectively, so are less important values, but values nonetheless, and will be grouped as implicitly expressed user preferences.

The remaining values are difficult to accurately rank, as their representation varies across sources. Page relationship, the linkage of a user to the page of origin for a post, is prominent in the Notes blogs but middling in the patents and minor in the Newsroom posts, suggesting it may have been recently devalued. Platform priorities, as represented by network-preferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook Newsroom</th>
<th>Facebook Patents</th>
<th>Facebook Notes Blogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status Updates (32)</td>
<td>Friend Relationship (64)</td>
<td>Friend Relationship (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend Relationship (27)</td>
<td>Status Updates (26)</td>
<td>Age Of Post (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Type Network (17)</td>
<td>Age Of Post (26)</td>
<td>Status Updates (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Likes (15)</td>
<td>Post Comments (24)</td>
<td>Page Relationship (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Comments (15)</td>
<td>Post Likes (23)</td>
<td>Post Likes (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Type User (14)</td>
<td>Content Type User (20)</td>
<td>Post Comments (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Of Post (13)</td>
<td>Post Clicks (16)</td>
<td>Content Type User (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Shares (12)</td>
<td>Page Relationship (13)</td>
<td>Post Shares (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Clicks (8)</td>
<td>Post Shares (8)</td>
<td>Content Type Network (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Relationship (8)</td>
<td>Negative Feedback (6)</td>
<td>Negative Feedback (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Feedback (7)</td>
<td>Content Type Network (5)</td>
<td>Post Clicks (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Quality (2)</td>
<td>Content Quality (0)</td>
<td>Content Quality (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Facebook News Feed input factors ranked by importance.
content types, is minor in the Notes blogs and patents, but ranks third overall within the Newsroom results; it is only recently that Facebook has started privileging video at a feed level (Somaiya et al. 2015), and so this can be taken as more prominent in the more recent versions of the feed. A similar trend can be seen for negatively expressed preferences in the form of negative feedback (e.g., the “see fewer post like this” tool). Finally, the Newsroom results are the only ones to mention content quality, a factor that is highly discussed as of late in the tech press as a major focus area for Facebook (Kacholia 2013). Clearly, all of these are algorithmic values, but values in flux. Erring on the side of building a model of algorithmic values that will endure for future versions of the algorithm, we will temporarily rank them in order of importance with an emphasis on the most recent updates.

SEC Filing

As is standard in a grounded content analysis, the full-text coding was followed up by close reading and analysis of key documents (Ryan & Bernard 2000), starting with Facebook’s SEC filing from its public offering in 2012. Though not included in the aggregate analysis, the SEC filing is a look into Facebook’s financial priorities and how they explicitly represent themselves as a business. Overall, this document provides additional support for friend relationships as Facebook’s number one algorithmic value, as sharing and the commerce opportunities that come with it are filtered through (and enabled by) this lens of social connections. News Feed appears to be at the core of this, judging by its description in the products section:

“News Feed. The Facebook News Feed is the core feature of a user’s homepage and is a regularly updating list of stories from friends, Pages, and other entities to which a user is connected on Facebook. It includes posts, photos, event updates, group memberships, app updates, and other activities. Each user’s News Feed is personalized based on his or her interests and the sharing activity of the user’s friends. Stories in a user’s News Feed are prioritized based on several factors, including how many friends have Liked or Commented on a certain piece of content, who posted the content, and what type of content it is. News Feed is a key component of our social distribution capability.” (Facebook 2012, 82)

The key theme of the entire sales pitch contained within the document is Facebook’s strength at social connectivity, and the business possibilities it opens up. The opening summary explicitly lays out social connectivity as Facebook’s central feature:

“People use Facebook to stay connected with their friends and family, to discover what is going on in the world around them, and to share and express what matters to them to the people they care about.” (Facebook 2012, 1)

The pitch to application developers and advertisers that follows builds on this, focusing on the ability to use social connections, and the data they generate, for money-making activity. In fact, most of the section that discusses advertising products is about contextual advertising based on the actions of friends, such as check-ins at a business or liking a brand page or post.

Early on in the document, Facebook lays out a list of their priorities in “creating value” for users (Facebook 2012, 2), developers (3), and advertisers (3) that follows a similar pattern. Most of Facebook’s priorities regarding users have to do with facilitating increasing numbers of monetizable social connections and providing more data to the platform. Their priorities regarding developers focus on using friend links to distribute products and personal data to customize experiences. Their priorities regarding advertisers center around using user data for
targeting and social relationships for reach. This all lends additional support to explicitly expressed user interests and implicitly expressed user preferences as algorithmic values.

Interestingly, one of the top risk factors listed in the summary risk protection section of the filing is privacy laws (5). This, too, tells us something about Facebook’s values: with strict data protection and privacy laws, the data mining and social connections of Facebook would be at serious risk, and potentially inoperable. This would effectively kill Facebook’s business. As such, despite references to user privacy in the Newsroom and Notes blogs, we will not include privacy here as an algorithmic value.

Patents

The original core of the News Feed is described in US patent 8,583,690 (Sittig & Zuckerberg 2013). It has been updated several times since its initial filing in 2005, but in the abstract, it makes the value the News Feed started with clear:

“A system, method, and computer program for generating a social timeline is provided. A plurality of data items associated with at least one relationship between users associated with a social network is received, each data item having an associated time. The data items are ordered according to at least one relationship. A social timeline is generated according to the ordered data items.” (Sittig & Zuckerberg 2013, emphasis mine)

The patent goes on to detail how this socially-based timeline module uses relationship data to generate personalized stories. Other data is incorporated to generate personalized stories, but friends always come first. This principle is well-supported by later patents; all member actions are seen by the system through the lens of friends who might do the same, friends of friends who might do the same, etc., according to patent 7,827,208 (Bosworth, Cox, Sanghvi, Ramakrishnan & D’angelo 2008), which deals with generating relationship-based personalized content. The business reasons behind this are clear and consistent – patent 8,655,987 (Schoen et al. 2014) deals with the creation of sponsored stories, a key source of Facebook’s advertising revenue, and it explicitly establishes that sponsored posts are based on your social graph. They are looking for a “match in activity stream” that's based on what your friends are associated with; no friend data, no sponsored stories – and no revenue.

The focus on relationships is made even more clear by a patent filed a year after the original, right as the News Feed began to take off. US patent 8,171,128 (Zuckerberg et al. 2012), on creating a feed of media content based on member interactions, explicitly lays out that media content is selected based on the user’s connections with other users. If there are no friend connections, the News Feed as described simply can not function. It also makes plain that user relationships determine the ranking/order of content as well, with additional input from a monitoring module, which looks at the user’s reaction to the content the algorithm has selected.

All of this can be read as a clear confirmation that friend relationships are not only a core algorithmic value but one that moderates and informs all the other values. However, the patents also complicate this value, making clear that friend relationships are not simple links. Facebook is far beyond binary relationships; patent 8,402,094 (Bosworth & Cox 2013) establishes that scaled affinity scores are created between individual users and other elements in the system, including other users, pages, keywords, applications, and other content. Interestingly, a passage within this patent suggests that current relationships, as they stand now, may be the precise form of friend relationship in play when friendships act as a moderating lens. In Facebook’s example, a current girlfriend would rank higher than an ex girlfriend, despite the fact that there is much more built-up affinity between the user and an ex girlfriend than a brand new girlfriend – unless
the user’s activity log still shows them obsessing over the ex regularly. It appears friend relationships are actually that fine-grained.

Additionally, explicit user interests and implicit user preferences are deeply tied into multiple algorithmic systems, including the News Feed, according to the patents. Facebook is actively tracking our “movements” through the system and assigning relationships based on any interaction with any element in the system, according to US patent 7,699,123 (Zuckerberg et al. 2010). Facebook is even reading into the individual words we use to harvest useful data about us. Patent 8,824,764 (Nowak & Eckles 2014) documents how linguistic data can be used to infer personality characteristics, which in turn is used for “targeting, ranking, selecting versions of products, and various other purposes.” This, along with similar evidence from the SEC filing above, suggests that both of these values should be highly ranked among the News Feed’s algorithmic values.

Discussion

We can now formulate a model of the News Feed’s algorithmic values that parallels traditional news values in both structure (an easily-parseable list) and purpose (story selection). The nine algorithmic values we have identified, in descending order of influence over the News Feed, are friend relationships, explicitly expressed user interests, prior user engagement, implicitly expressed user preferences, post age, platform priorities, page relationships, negatively expressed preferences, and content quality. Evidence from the close readings has shifted the order from the initial formulation at the top of the results section, but the clear primacy of friend relationships continues to inform the entire structure. In fact, the patents in particular have established that friend relationships are a guiding value that mediates the application of all the other values.

This is the first of two key differences between news values, the old drivers of information relevance, and algorithmic values, their potential replacement. The standard news values listed by Lee (2009) act in concert and tension with one another; no single one is dominant, and it is a combination of these values that ultimately results in story selection (Harcup & O’Neill 2001). A combination of algorithmic values is still required for story selection, but friend relationships eclipse and moderate all these values; a news judgment, for example, can leave out any of the news values, but Facebook can never leave out friend relationships. Even the underlying journalistic drive to scoop the competition (Schultz 2007) is simply an extra motivator, not an active influence over the expression of the other values. Friend relationships, in contrast, explicitly moderate how the other algorithmic values will be expressed, even down to the level of what text is displayed to users.

The second major difference between news and algorithmic values is the core concerns they can be boiled down to. Shoemaker & Cohen (2005) argue that all news values are ultimately either about deviance (e.g., abnormality, breaking the status quo) or social significance (e.g., impact on society). The underlying concerns of the News Feed’s algorithmic values are fundamentally different. All nine of the identified algorithmic values can be reduced down to personal significance, e.g., impact to self, interests, and friends. This is a radical departure from traditional news values, and brings longstanding concerns about the role of personalization in selecting news content to the forefront.

Many theorists (e.g., Bozdag 2013; Gillespie, 2014; Pariser 2011; Sunstien 2001) have warned of the potential for personalization to form filter bubbles and feedback loops that reduce exposure to counterattitudinal information, cutting off the debates and exchanges of ideas that
are central to the operation of a democracy. Empirical work has since confirmed that this sort of enforced selective exposure leads directly to the sort of polarization (Stroud 2010) that has been concerning academics for the past 15 years. A platform that delivers news through a filter that is heavily weighted towards the personally-focused algorithmic values identified here may bake this potential for polarizing personalization directly into its design. On Facebook in particular, this could be compounded by the role we have identified for friend connections as the overarching lens through which other values are focused. Friends on social media tend to be homophilic and ideologically clustered (Gaines & Mondak 2009; Kushin & Kitchener 2009); this potentially places the lens through which the News Feed algorithm filters all other values firmly within your personal bubble to begin with.

Of course, this algorithmically-driven personalization of news is not exclusive to Facebook, or to social media platforms. Algorithmically-driven systems have become thoroughly embedded in all areas of journalism, to the extent that Primo and Zago (2015) assert that the act of journalism itself is now best viewed as not exclusive to humans, but rather an interaction between human journalists and technological tools. This extends to editorial decision making and content curation within traditional news organizations, where algorithmically-driven personalization is a popular strategy for attempting to maintain relevance with users (Thurman & Schifferes 2012). Facebook, however, stands to have a wider influence over curation than any one news organization, with its large, diverse user base, and increased efforts to act as a publication platform through expanding Instant Articles (Alpert 2016).

In addition to all of this, data collection appears to be a core value of the Facebook platform overall. It is not explicitly tied into the News Feed’s story selection, but, based on the close readings above, appears to be a motivating concern. Facebook does appear to be explicitly designed to value disclosure (Andrejevic 2013; Light & McGrath 2010) and many of the identified algorithmic values either serve the purpose of prompting the disclosure of additional data or directly rely on it for proper operation. This leaves us with a combination of a business and a personal concern as the core of Facebook’s algorithmic values, in direct contrast to the combination of a novelty and a societal concern that drive news values.

Clearly, Facebook’s algorithmic values are very different, in both content and underlying structure, from traditional news values. As one replaces the other, it is essential to be mindful of this and continue to research how this impacts information flow and its social and civic consequences. This includes applying the methods used to verify and understand journalism in the 20th century, especially in-depth ethnographic research on the internal decision-making culture and process of Facebook. It is also essential to call for organizations like Facebook to publicly reflect on their growing influence over content curation. Facebook has shown an institutional desire to explore how its systems affect information flow and polarization (e.g., Bakshy, Messing & Adamic 2015), but has yet to directly address their expanded role as a key news information provider.

Limitations

This study is not the final word on Facebook’s algorithmic values; we know that this examination is limited by the transient nature of Internet technology (Karpf 2012) and will need to be updated periodically. In particular, the News Feed’s values must be reexamined in the light of emerging trends like the increased emphasis on content quality and platform-established content priorities as well as the push to have news organizations post in a Facebook-native
format (Somaiya et al. 2015). It is possible that, within the space of a few years, these values may become much more prominent in the News Feed as primary drivers of story selection, especially for news information. Indeed, recent developments, such as moves to prioritize a new type of live video service introduced by Facebook (Facebook 2016) and expand the prominence and footprint of Instant Articles (Alpert 2016), suggest that this transition is underway.

Additionally, this study still suffers from some of the limitations of the fact that the News Feed exists in a black box (Pasquale 2011). The outside confirmation that material culture analysis usually seeks is limited here to the close readings, as direct quantitative manipulation of the News Feed is extremely difficult, and actively policed by Facebook. Future work could potentially expand on this by adding additional sources, such as press articles with interviews from Facebook staff and research co-authored by Facebook engineers.

Conclusion

Facebook’s own patents make clear that a simple equation for describing the News Feed will not be forthcoming; US patent 8,768,863 (Gubin, Kao, Vickry & Maykov 2014) clearly establishes that the modern News Feed is not just a weighted formula with thousands of inputs, but rather a constantly updated, personalized machine learning model, which changes and updates its outputs based on your behavior, the behavior of people you are connected with, and the behavior of the affinity and personality-based sub-group of users the system judges you to belong to. Facebook’s formula, to the extent that it actually exists, changes every day. However, the values that drive it do not; they change, but much more slowly, and in a much more human-readable way. This study has identified the set of algorithmic values that drive the News Feed, how they compare to one another, and how they compare to the traditional drivers of our news information flow. With this information, and a commitment to reexamine these values periodically, we can begin to understand and investigate this influential algorithm in a lasting, cross-disciplinary manner, and perhaps understand other giants in algorithmic curation (e.g., Google Search and Google News) using the same values-based approach.
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